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QUOTES 

 

  

“TRUST PEOPLE AND THEY WILL BE 

TRUE TO YOU;  TREAT THEM 

GREATLY AND THEY WILL SHOW 

THEMSELVES TO BE GREAT”                                                 

             RALPH WALDO EMERSON 

 

 “HAPPINESS IS WHEN WHAT YOU 

THINK, WHAT YOU SAY, AND 

WHAT YOU DO ARE IN HAR-

MONY” 
                  MAHATMA GANDHI 
 

“DO NOT FEAR GOING FORWARD 

SLOWLY, FEAR ONLY TO STAND 

STILL” 

                   CHINESE WISDOM 
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tests 

Do not adhere to Eskom PTW system. 
 

The above came as no surprise to most of the 

RLI members present. The discussions at tea-

time elicited the fact that all RLI’s experience 

these same problems to a greater or lessor ex-

tent. Eugene then presented his Eskom focus 

areas as follows … 
 

Key Corrective Focus Areas 
 

Enforcement of regular preventative quality 
maintenance and logging thereof 

Contract management  -  penalty clauses 

Tracking contractual and statutory inspec-
tions  -  enforcing report-backs 

Regular inspections of log books, etc 

Regular meetings with service provider’s 
supervisory management  

 

Eugene stressed the fact that this was an on-

going battle to enforce compliance from the 

contracted service providers. Although paid 

100 cents in the Rand contract value, the ser-

vice providers feel content to render sub-par 

service for a myriad of excuses such as difficult 

conditions, ‘old’ equipment, etc. 
 

For the record, Eugene gave an indication of 

the number of lifts in his portfolio … 

Arnot (6); Camden (6); Duvha (18); Grootvlei (7); 
Hendrina (8); Kendel (18); Komati (4); Kriel (13); 
Koeberg (16); Lethabo (16); Majuba (29); 
Matimba (27); Matla (19); Tutuka (16); plus a 
few other individual units, equating to a total  of 

208, excluding new units on line.   It would be 

interesting to hear our reader’s opinions ... 

LIASA chairman Sanjeev Singh invited ESCOM 

colleague Eugene Ferreira to give us a presenta-

tion of his power station lift portfolio at our Feb-

ruary LIASA general meeting at Jeppe Quandam 

conference facility. 

Our editorial thanks go to Eugene for releasing 

certain generic information of his presentation, 

for reproduction in the Educom. Rather than 

introduce new facets to the industry service pro-

vider contracts, it re-inforced the perennial prob-

lems experienced by most lift portfolio holders 

on their installations. 

Generic Problems 
 

Eugene when focusing on the extensive down-

time experienced on his lifts, high-lighted the 

following main causative factors ... 

Sub-standard maintenance from service pro-
viders 

Poor quality of workmanship of the service-
men 

No preventative maintenance  -  just basic 
maintenance and lubrication logged 

Poor service contract management, NEC 
principles not applied by supervisors 

- results in no early warnings 

- no annual risk assessments 

- poor or no instructions, etc  

Non-effective or zero quality control 

Illegal modifications without notice to Own-
ers (make-shift Heath Robinson repairs) 

Majority of service and repair activities not 
recorded in log books 

Neglecting statutory OHSAct inspections 
such as 6-monthly rope and annual safety 
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ESKOM  POWER  STATION  LIFT  PORTFOLIO  2013 

“There is so much in the world for 
us all …  

if only we have the eyes to 
see it 

The heart to love it 

And the hands to gather it to 

ourselves”  
                                         Lucy Maud  
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By Peter Murray 
 

Fireman’s Lifts:   The regulation covering ‘Firemen’s Lifts’ 
is detailed in SANS 10400-T: 2011 (Edition 3). The Applica-
tion of the National Building Regulations part T: Fire Protec-
tion, item 4.46 lists all the requirements pertaining to 
‘Firemen’s  Lifts’.  
The main requirements are: 

Minimum car size 

Independent control 

Emergency power requirements 

Pressurised areas 

Fire resistant lobbies and plant room 

Intercom units and fire return control. 
 

Fire Fighter’s Lifts are detailed in SANS 50081-72:2005. 
Whilst this standard has been published by SABS, it should 
be noted that it has not as yet been promulgated into the 
OHSAct LER regulations. A mention was made in Govern-
ment Gazette No. 27641/527 of 10 June 2005 about Fire Fight-
ers Lifts. This Government Gazette only refers to the Stan-
dards Act 29 of 1993.  
 

Remember that all SA Standards that were previously pub-
lished by the South African Bureau of Standards with the 
prefix SABS, were re-designated as SA National Standards 
with the prefix SANS. Importantly Government Gazette notice 
27641 has not promulgated SANS 50081-72:2005 into the 
Lift and Escalator Regulations (LER). 
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  FIREMAN’S  LIFT  vs  FIRE FIGHTER’S  LIFT 

  
Whilst SANS 50081-72:2005 Fire Fighters Lifts is therefore 
a very comprehensive standard, the provision of ‘Fire Fighters 
Lifts’ require substantial additional expenditure and training of 
users. The requirement for such a lift in a building and the 
specification thereof therefore needs to be properly estab-
lished and agreed upon by all parties. Some of the main re-
quirements for Fire Fighters Lifts include: 

Lift to be able to operate in an ambient temperature of 
up to 65 deg C 

Fire Fighter to be able to reach the furthest floor within 
60 seconds 

Lift car & shaft electronicsto be water and smoke proof  

Lift to have two independent power supply systems 

Escape ladders to be provided inside and outside of the 
lift car. 

 

A trapped Fire Fighter should be able to rescue himself with-
out any outside assistance from within a lift car and lift shaft. 
In conclusion; standard lift equipped with a Fireman’s switch 

cannot be considered as a ‘Fire Fighters Lift’. 

 

 

 

THE  MANAGEMENT  OF  PEOPLE  AT  WORK 
 

“Treat people as if they were what they ought to be and you will 

help them become what they are capable of becoming” 
 

Johann Wolfgang von Goëthe 
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             BONNIE  PEDEN 
LIASA National Executive Secretary 

 

Bonnie recently successfully completed her intermediate exami-
nations in Project Management with Damelin College. Having 
been actively involved with the project management of her 
work environment over the past 4 to 5 years, Bonnie was ap-
pointed as an associate member of Liftech Projects effective 
from 1st February 2013. 
 

Bonnie has served LIASA with distinction for several years as 
assistant national secretary, until she was elected to her current 
position as National Executive Secretary in October 2012. 
 

Previously employed as a teacher at Randburg Primary School, 
Bonnie has a daughter Morgan, now in grade 5 at Glenanda 
Secondary school. Husband Arno is a security and communica-
tions specialist who is self employed. 
 

Together with quality and safety consultant Johan Kleinhans, 
Bonnie drew up all the documentation required by SANAS for 
accreditation, including the working files for the nine associates 
spread over the country, operating under the Liftech Projects’ 
banner. It is indeed a bonus to employ a person of Bonnie’s 
stature, who pays such continued specific attention to detail.. 

 

   

NEXT LIFT INSPECTORS REGULATIONS’ COURSE  2013  

Telefax  -  +27 12 382 5602 

E-Mail  -  tshabalalal@tut.ac.za 

Website  -  www.tut.ac.za 
 

For our coastal colleagues who require accom-

modation … Accommodation is available 
on site  -  contact kosmos@tut.ac.za  or 

(012) 341-0890 for cost and booking. 
 

Off-site accommodation (walking distance)  - 
Figa Lapa Guesthouse at info@figalapa.co.za  
or (012) 335-

(i) 20 to 24th May 2013 
 

(ii) 11 to 15 November 2013 
 

Kindly contact Lerato well in advance to get 

your contact details on the pro forma list. Re-

member that with insufficient students, the 

course will get cancelled, so contact her directly 

at … 
Student Assistant; Mechanical Engineering 

Telephone  -   +27 12 382 4730 
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LIASA  RLI  MEMBER  PROFILES 

SANAS  ACCREDITATION in  PRACTICE  

   

Melco’s Peter Murray was a front-runner with the new 
SANAS accreditation requirements, resulting in them being 
one of the first to go through the accreditation process. 
 

Originally from the onset, did we see the complexity of the 
application forms and the stringent requirements that 
needed to be completed for accreditation. For this reason 
several independent RLI’s banded together for the sake of 
presenting a united front through one common applica-
tion.  

We have now heard of extensive non-compliances logged 
with the Melco application. With Peter Murray’s known 
professional approach, this bodes ill for the smaller inde-

 

pendent applicants. We accordingly requested Peter for an 
article that can be published in Educom’s March Issue, that 
would assist our RLI readers when they are approached for 
the requisite SANAS accreditation process. 
 

Peter’s friendly reply was that it is going to take him several 
weeks just to work through the SANAS findings, never mind 
translate these requirements into a meaningful article. He has 
accordingly offered to aim for the April issue of Educom as 
more realistic. We warned Hlaks Monyaki in the beginning 
that DoL’s objective with the SANAS accreditation of RLI’s 
was too complex and costly for the proposed end result. 

 

 
With the untimely passing of RLI guru Schalk van der Merwe, 
Bonnie took over his portfolio in dealing with SABS for the 
regular updates of the SANS standards. First-time applicants 
can register with Bonnie for the latest package of SANS lift 
and escalator standards for a fee of R5000, inclusive of all free 
updates during the year. Regrettably this fee has been more 
than doubled over the past two years. Alternately, you can 
order the CD discs direct from SABS.  

 

SUCCESS is not final, failure is 
not fatal … It is the COURAGE 

to continue that counts. 
 

                        Sir Winston Churchill  
 

Strengthen me by sympathizing 
with my strength, NOT my 

weaknesses. 
                         

                          Bronson Alcott PhD 
 

Although  the world is full of 
suffering, it is also full of the 

overcoming of it. 
 

                               Helen Keller (1880) 
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RESCUE  IN  BLANK  LIFT  SHAFTS   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

By Willem du Toit 
 

This is something which is with us 
for a very long time and strangely 
people still ask questions about the 
requirements on a regular basis. 
 

When this section is discussed in the 
lift inspector’s course at TUT, I am 
always surprised to see how many lift 
industry persons look at me as 
though it is the first time they hear 
about these requirements. 
  

Within the old regulations that we all 
grew up with, Regulation C124 of the 
Elevator and Escalator Regulations stated 
that ...  

“Where the distance be-
tween landings exceeds 11 
m, access to the hatchway 
shall be provided as deter-
mined by an inspector”.  

 

This regulation applied only to lifts 
installed after 1 January 1978> It was 
promulgated in government notice 
R2262 of 04/11/1977. 
 

The idea is that rescue must always 
come from outside, but there are 
also a few exceptions, like free stand-
ing lift shafts in industrial environ-

ments such as within the power sta-
tions, silos and of course the lifts 
inside dam walls. These installations 
must have cat-ladders throughout the 
lift shaft and positioned next to the 
lift, inside the shaft. In case of emer-
gency on  these installations, the pas-
sengers must therefore be able to 
rescue themselves.  Needless to say 
that the lift cars must then have roof 
escape hatches (electrically inter-
locked). 
 

SANS 50081-1 & 2 gives a wider 
explanation of what we need ... 

5.2.2.1.2 States that if the distance 
between two consecutive landing door 
sills exceeds 11m, intermediate emer-
gency doors shall be provided, such that 
the distance between the sills is not 
more than 11m. 

 

This requirement does not apply if 
you have adjacent lift cars in the same 
shaft. With adjacent cars you can 
apply 8.12.3 below. 
 

8.12.3 Emergency doors may 
be used in the case of adjacent cars, 
provided, however, that the horizontal 
distance between the cars does not 
exceed 0.75 m. 

NOTE:  The measurement for emer-
gency doors is 1.80m high and 0.35m 
wide.  The measurement for trap doors 
is 0.5m x 0.35m. 
 

Noncompliance:  The Specifications 
are clear, but I suppose an application 
for exemption can be directed to DOL 
if there is a building which does not 
comply. DOL will however require a 
detailed explanation of how rescue will 
be conducted before they issue an ex-
emption. 
 

Interesting to mention:  There are 
many high and medium rise lifts in 
South Africa with express shafts (blank 
shafts), which had either emergency 
doors in the sides of the cars or trap 
doors in the car roofs to meet this very 
important requirement. Unfortunately 
there are persons in the industry who 
are not aware of this safety requirement, 
so they eliminate this safety require-
ment by covering these doors when 
they upgrade the car interiors. 
 

A question to my fellow inspectors is: 

        Do you enforce this safety 

requirement? 
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We requested Willem du Toit for an Educom article on the 

statutory requirements for every lift and escalator’s record 

book. This follows recurring problems throughout the RSA 

lately where the lift companies are just not complying with these 

OHSAct LER requirements. With even branch managers refut-

ing allegations for the need to log preventative monthly mainte-

nance; 6-monthly rope inspections and annual safety tests; a formal 

explanation from Willem can only be of value. And then we do 

not even mention the glaring omission of annexure ‘B’ inspec-

tions over the past few years and the placing of comprehensive 

reports in the motor room/machine compartments. 

To add fuel to the fire, we received this e-mail from an 
irate customer, questioning the quality of their lift service 
 

… “As the Health Risk Disability Consultant for …, I have 

recently received verbal feedback from many employees re-

garding the lifts and injuries they have sustained.  I have 

personally experienced this yesterday, literally being crushed 

by the lift doors.  I have scratch marks, hips and shoulder are 

sore and slight swelling of both my arms.  In order to mini-

mise the risk of an increase in ‘Injury on Duty’ claims I rec-

ommend that (the lift service) issue is dealt with immediately.”  
 

We are sure that no self-respecting lift company needs to 
receive communications such as this, yet it is happening on 
a regular basis. We have the proof in communications! 

ECSA  RLI  REGISTRATION 
 

RLI’s who have not applied for SANAS accreditation, PLEASE DO NOT resign from ECSA. There is provision in ISO 
17020 to sub-contract to accredited Authorized Inspection Authorities. As there is a dire shortage of registered Lift Inspectors 
to cope with the new 24 month inspection cycle, the Industry NEEDS YOU!                                            Peter Murray 

RECORD  BOOKS  -  REGULATORY  REQUIREMENTS 
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Developer ‘Zenprops’ is thrilled with the over-

all design which is aimed at a high ‘Green-Star’ 

rating, with this building adding luster to the 

other architectural beauties developed by Zen-

props in the immediate Sandton vicinity. 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This latest architectural masterpiece con-

sisting of two 9-stop tower blocks in Sand-

ton, has its lift and escalator installation 

awarded to Otis Elevators. Design archi-

tects Paragon, are situated in the adjacent 

15 Alice Lane main towers building. 

 

HET JY GEWEET? 

 DAVID  LIVINGSTON 
 

Die wêreld beroemde ontdekker 
het in Zanzibar gewoon en eers 
so onlangs soos 1866 daarvan-
daan op sy ekspidisie vertrek om 
die oorsprong van die Nyl te on-
dek. Hy vind toe die Zimbabwe 
ruines en Victoria watervalle. 
 

Interessant is dat die ewe 
beroemde sanger Freddie Mer-
cury op Zanzibar in September 
1946 gebore is met die naam Fa-
rouk Bulsara. Hy was van Persiese 
afkoms en het na Amerika geimi-
greer om daar  ’n nuwe lewe te 
begin: ‘n musiek legende te word.  
 

ROBBENEILAND 
 

Die Nederlandse setlaars het in 
die 16de eeue die eiland die 
naam van ‘robbe eiland’ gegee 
vanweë die derduisende robbe 
wat toe daarop oorleef het. Die 
naam is toe verangliseer na 
‘Robben Island,’ maar die Engelse 
setlaars het dit ook ‘Seal’ island 
genoem. Franse briewe het weer 
na ‘Isla de Cornelia’verwys. Meer 
toepaslik is die sover bekende 
Xhosa naam ... die eiland van 
‘Makhanda’.  
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ZENPROPS’  NEW  15  ALICE  LANE  ANNEX  BUILDING 

QUOTES 

“MAY I CONSIDER THE WISE MAN RICH, AND 
MAY I HAVE SUCH WEALTH AS ONLY THE SELF-

RESTRAINED MAN CAN BEAR OR ENDURE” 
 

                                                SOCRATES 
 
“NO PESSIMIST EVER DISCOVERED THE SECRETS 
OF THE STARS OR SAILED TO AN UNCHARTED 

LAND, OR OPENED A NEW DOORWAY FOR THE 

HUMAN SPIRIT” 
 

                                          HELEN KELLER 
 

“EDUCATION IS WHAT SURVIVES WHEN WHAT 
HAS BEEN LEARNED HAS BEEN FORGOTTEN”. 

 

                                    BF SKINNER   PH.D  
 

“ALWAYS DO SOBER WHAT YOU SAID YOU’D 
DO DRUNK. THAT WILL TEACH YOU TO KEEP 

YOUR MOUTH SHUT!” 
 

                                      ERNEST HEMMINGWAY 
 

  DID  YOU  KNOW?  -  STAGGERING  FACTS  ON FUEL  LEVY 

We noticed a resurgence in E-Tag notice updating on our local freeways over the past few 
weeks. Coupled to the Government’s resolve to force through the E-tag levy/tax debacle, we 
decided to look into this levy. Bonnie having recently effected a lift tender specification for 
NERSA (National Energy Regulator) in Pretoria, obtained these 2011 statistics on fuel con-
sumption in South Africa. We ostensibly consume 579’000 barrels of crude oil per day. One 
barrel of crude oil makes 71,923 litres of fuel, implying a consumption of 41’643’000 litres fuel 
per day or 15’200’000’000 liters per year. With a gazetted fuel levy of approximately 29% at the 
current average fuel price per litre, this summates to R3,712/litre or a staggering bR56,423 
per year.  We just wonder where this money, which is more than the GDP of our SADEC 
neighbours, has gone to over the past  10 years?  
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ENGINEERING  COUNCIL  of   SOUTH  AFRICA  -  CPD  EDITORIALS 

 

APPOINTMENT OF NEW 
COUNCIL MEMBERS BY 

THE MINISTER 
 

 

On the 31st of January, the Honourable Minister of Pub-
lic Works, Mr T.W. Nxesi, appointed forty two (42) per-
sons as members to the Engineering Council of South 
Africa (ECSA), with a further eight members following. 
These 50 members now constitute an ensémble of elite 
members from the three stakeholders of registered Pro-
fessionals, National Government and local Provincial 
Government. Well-known Roman Vogt, former LIRC 
member, represents our cadre in particular. 

 

ECSA has in terms of section 36(2) of the Engineering Profes-
sion Act No.46 of 2000, last year published for comment Draft 
Rules on the Code of Conduct for Registered Persons. Did you see this on 
the web and submit your comments to comments@ecsa.co.za 
by the deadline date of 31st January 2013? 
 

This arose out of a need to address the manifold inconsistencies 
experienced over the past 2 to 3 years where registered profes-
sional engineering colleagues overstep the boundaries of our spe-
cific published Codes of Conduct and of Practice. 
 

Be forewarned that ECSA will be taking far sterner corrective 
action in future with any complaints received, which may lead to 
the suspension of your registration and right to practice; perhaps 
even cancelling your registration. An added rider is that criminal 
prosecution is not excluded.  
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REVIEW OF THE RULES OF CONDUCT FOR  
REGISTERED PERSONS 

 

In the State of the Nation Address made by President Zuma on 14 
February 2013, the President announced that government has pub-
lished an Infrastructure Development Bill for public comment.  
 

The Engineering Council will be compiling a consolidated submis-
sion on behalf of all its stakeholders.  We therefore invite all stake-
holders to submit representation or comments in connection with 
the Draft Bill by no later than 17h00 on 15 March 2013. To access the 
Draft Infrastructure Development Bill please go to the ECSA 
website and click the appropriate block. All representations and 
comments must be submitted in writing to idb@ecsa.co.za 
 

It is our considered opinion that basically the government wish to 
introduce a development infrastructure for further bureaucratic 
control through a system of commissions, secretariats, etc, creating 
a very costly control system where none existed, simply because no 
need was ever raised before … very much like the RLI accredi-
tation system by SANAS where the RLI’s and their custom-
ers now have to bear the brunt of the cost.  But log in and view 
the data for your own elucidation and action. 
 

The Engineering Council of South Africa consistently alerts engi-
neering graduates, aspirant new members and the public that 
ECSA is the only national statutory body which is eligible to regis-
ter and represent engineering professionals.  
 

This includes total compliance to the latest scopes of conduct and 
practice in the various cadres, ensuring that these registered mem-
bers stay at the coal-face of industry through specific CPD require-
ments (Continued Professional Development).  

 

The Department of Higher Education has developed a new 
suite of engineering technology qualification standards to fulfill 
the educational qualification requirements for registration as a 
Candidate or Professional Engineering Technician or Technologist. All 
technical/tertiary institutions offering engineering technology 
qualifications in South Africa will gradually phase in these new 
standards.  
 

The 5 new qualification standards to be approved by DHET 
include ...  

Higher Certificate in Engineering 

Advanced Certificate in Engineering 

Diploma in Engineering 

Advanced Diploma in Engineering 

Bachelor of Engineering Technology 
 

We will however have to elicit further information from ECSA’s 
Dr Terry Stidworthy, chair person of the technologists registra-
tion committee, to determine what ECSA would need to achieve 
in the above regard. Curricula will have to be developed by the 
tertiary institutions that meet the study criteria. This in turn 
needs to be translated into an evaluative level for ECSA’s appli-
cation when considering applicants for registration at especially 
the Professional Technician and Professional Technologist 
levels, towards which we believe suitably qualified RLI’s should 
aspire to. 
 

At this stage it appears that the above new qualifications still 
require additional accreditation processes and fine tuning before 
the qualifications can be applied, possibly only in 2015. We will 
keep you informed. 

ECSA ALERT ON BOGUS ENGINEERING 
REGISTRATION ORGANISATIONS 

DRAFT INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
BILL - INVITATION TO COMMENT 

DHET  ANNOUNCES  5  NEW  ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY  QUALIFICATION   

STANDARDS 

EDUCTION  and  QUALIFICATIONS 
 

In the truest sense, education cannot be bestowed: It must be 
achieved no matter how difficult it appears to be! 

                                                   

                                                                                                  Franklin D Roosevelt 

http://www.ecsa.co.za/../documents/BoardNotices/141212_Board_Notice_204.pdf
http://www.ecsa.co.za/../documents/BoardNotices/141212_Board_Notice_204.pdf
mailto:comments@ecsa.co.za
mailto:idb@ecsa.co.za
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 LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA  -  Article 21 Association), formal Articles of 

Association were required, along with a formalized membership structure. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve le Roux. Steve 

was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Committee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as Regional Chairman 

Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chairman Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time.  The current LIASA membership 

stands at 174 paid-up members,   thanks to the sterling work of Secretary Bonnie Peden.  Of further concern to our National Excom, are the expected 

resignations with the proposed SANAS accreditation. We warned DoL that it is going to drain the Lift Industry of registered inspectors, but to no apparent 

avail.  
 

To better serve its members, LIASA has registered several training coursers with ECSA, since these require prior ECSA recognition in order to count for the 

regular CPD training requirements. A further major determinant was the LIASA National Conference held in September 2012 at the Sha-Mani conference 

centre in Alberton. LIASA membership cards were issued to all present who had paid their subs. This is normally done annually in April, when all 

subscriptions are due with ECSA and LIASA, inclusive of the relevant CPD advice forms. Remember that proof has to be retained in case you are called on to 

present them to ECSA. Membership of LIASA ensures an ECSA subscription rebate almost equal to the LIASA subscription, being a motivator to engender 

or retain LIASA membership. 
 

In previous issues of Educom, we advised the names of the first 45 memberships. Below for transparency, we note the next 30 members. Of concern to LIASA’s 

Executive Committee is the quantum of resignations over the recent two years or so, of members who have either moved out of the country. The below latest 

spate of resignations bear mute testimony to DoL & SANAS’ enforced accreditation, the costs of which have just become too 

onerous for these younger members to bear … Perhaps a wake-up call to DoL & SANAS to expedite the promised subsidies! 

                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              

We are on the Web  -  go to www.iliasa.org.za 
The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh for the members’ benefit 

197.  Simon Segage (Gauteng) 
198.  Clive Nortman (Gauteng) 
199.  Vacant 
200.  Vacant 
201.  Vacant 
202.  Vacant 
203.  Vacant 
204.  Vacant 
205.  Vacant 

 

LIASA is still endeavoring to extract the names from  
 

SANAS of all the RLI’s that have applied for accredita 
 

-tion by the due date, as Bonnie is inundated by calls  
 

from customers as to whom are accredited and who not!  
 

… we will keep you informed. 

  
 

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 

LIASA’s contact logistics where you speak to the Editor 

Dr Theo Kleinhans or National Executive Secretary Bon-

nie Peden is: 

 
Office: (011) 613-7552 

Telefax: (011) 613-4248 

E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 

                       PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 

 

Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos 

for dissémination to all our colleagues around the RSA. 
Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as 
CPD, assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per 
year, averaged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember 
that … 
 

« Ignorance of FACT is no excuse  
for any stated non-compliance » 

 

 

“A great use of life, is to spend it on something that will 
outlast it” 
                                                                                                         

                                                                                                      Billionaire  Wlliam James 
 

“I believe that every human has a finite number of heart-
beats and I sure do not intend to waste any of mine running 
around doing exercises” 
 

                                                                  Astranaut Buzz Aldrin 

 
“EXPERIENCE is the hardest teacher that I know because 
she always gives me the test first and the lesson afterwards” 
                                                                                                

                                                                           Vernon Sanders Law 

 
“Besides pride, discipline, heart and mind, CONFIDENCE 
is the key to all the locks in life” 
                                                                      

                                                                                   Joe Paterno PhD 
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